Chinese Oriental Art Batterberry Michael
literature - filesic.ed - 6-.4. used children's literature as a vehicle to accomplish this goal, for ... batterberry,
michael. chinese and oriental art. new york: mcgraw-hill, c.1968. 192p. (5 ._ip) includes chinese, japanese, and
other oriental art with a good portion of the book devoted to japanese art. it covers japanese art only up to the 18th
century, but includes ... bulletin of the center for childrenÃ¢Â€Â™s books. - batterberry, michael, ad. chinese
and oriental art. mcgraw-hill, 1968. 192p. illus. $8.95. an oversize book that has many reproductions of works of
art, the ad pages unfortunately crowded enough with two columns of print and with 7- the illustrations to make the
art objects, in many instances, less effec-tive. document resume ed 037 222 24 - filesic.ed - discovering art
series. new york: mcgraw-hill, 1968. grade 4 and up. a series covering the. history of art from prehistoric times to
the present. each book has approximately 200 full-color plates illustrating works of major artists. batterberry,
michael. chinese and oriental art. 192 pp. ruskin, ariane. nineteenth century art. 192 pp. e. louise lucas, art books.
a basic bibliography of the ... - art books. a basic bibliography of the fine arts. 245 pp. greenwich, conn.: new
york graphicsociety, 1968. $4.50 ($2.50in paper). to quote from the preface: "the criterion of selection has been
that of usefulness to the four year college undergraduate working in the field of art history." this purpose is well
achieved in the latest edition of a ...
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